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Her indecent proposal! Having pulled himself up from the streets of Athens, Sergios
Demonides thought he had seen it all. Then Beatriz Blake walked into his office and asked him
for a marriage of convenience! Independent, proud and unadorned, Beatriz is a far cry from the
usual glamorous women who grace his bed. But Sergios doesn't need another trophy-he
needs a mother for his late cousin's children. The overlooked Blake heiress and the ruthless
billionaire strike a deal. But she doesn't read the small print-the one that sees them sharing a
bed!
P "for predator, "P "for passionate, "P "for prey "These words came to mind when Bella thought
of Rico da Silva. The international financier was definitely a predatorhadn't he pounced when
her defenses were down? Passionate? Their lovemaking had certainly been thatwhen Bella
was inadvertently caught up in Rico's kidnapping. And now she was Rico's prey: he was
determined to seduce her once more. Bella might have been forcibly imprisoned with Rico
before, but she was a free woman nowfree to meet Rico on her own terms "Romantic Times"
on "A Savage Betrayal" by Lynne Graham: A sizzling love story featuring dynamite
charactersand hot, hot sensual tension.
This is Volume 2 of the bestselling series Just One Night. Follow Becca as she escapes from
the island paradise of Koh-i-Noor and into the arms of her dark and dangerous billionaire lover.
I was pregnant with the billionaire’s baby after just one night. I took my sister Trina’s catering
job as a favor. She said she had to look pretty for her fiancé, so I went to the mansion in her
place. That’s where I met Dominic. Powerful and hungry, the billionaire swept me off my feet.
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But after one steamy evening, it ended because Dominic thinks I’m Trina. He thinks I’m a
crafty, gold-digging whore out to ensnare his brother and steal their family fortune. He couldn’t
be more wrong. I don’t care about money. I don’t care about fame. I don’t care about stealing
anything. All I want is peace and happiness, with the man of my dreams at my side. But
everything’s gone wrong, and now I have his baby in my belly. Will the billionaire throw me
out? Will he banish me to god knows where? Or will we become a family when he sees the
baby with his same sparkling blue eyes? Hey Readers! This romantic story is filled with hot
steam and plenty of adventure. Join Becca and Dominic as he sweeps her off her feet to the
private island Koh-i-Noor before engaging in an attempted escape and ecstatic reunion. There
are cliffhangers in this serial. Enjoy! Cassandra
Avery Johansson is borrowing against her youth and beauty to afford a better future by working
as a sugar baby. Men think she’s everything they desire, soft, delicate, and able to stroke their
fragile egos with a mere sweep of her lashes. The more they pay, the sweeter she becomes. If
only they knew the woman behind the façade. Oh, she could bring them to their knees, make
them beg, and unburden their minds to a point of ecstasy. The true Avery doesn’t care for
roses. She prefers the thorns. Because behind her beautiful exterior, she’s more leather than
lace, and beneath the sugar there’s nothing but spice. The only thing missing is a strong and
submissive man to make everything nice. Noah Wolfe is used to getting exactly what he wants
when he wants, and as he sets his sights on Avery Johansson, nothing will stop him short of
having her. He’s determined to bury himself in her mind and body, and plans to unravel every
dark secret she hides. As two dominant hearts collide in an explosion of sin and secrets,
boundaries come tumbling down. But their future lies in someone’s surrender, a sacrifice
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neither is prepared to make—and everything their happiness depends on.
With this ring... Beautiful doctor Ellie Dixon once rejected Rio Benedetti’s passionate
advances – and the fiery Italian hasn’t forgotten the insult! Ellie’s arrival in Italy, bearing an
antique sapphire ring and claiming to be the daughter of Rio’s godfather, reawakens his
rage...and a devastating longing!
Vitale Roccanti's plan was simple--sleep with the daughter to get to the father. What could go
wrong? But staring at the black-and-white headline that announces the success of his plan
doesn't feel half as satisfying as Zara did beneath his touch. Zara Blake is shattered by the
public exposé of the night she risked everything--and lost. She betrayed her father, and his
plans for her marriage, for one chance at passion. But that's nothing compared to the headline
that will come in nine months' time!
The flaw in his jewel When Sheikh Zahir Ra'if Quarishi took a Western woman as his wife, it
caused outrage among his people. And marrying Sapphire Marshall turned out to be the
biggest mistake of Zahir's life. As cold and untouchable as her jeweled namesake, Sapphire
fled the kingdom before sharing the marriage bed, leaving Zahir to face the shame alone—and
his bank account five million dollars lighter. Now his ex-wife has been spotted in his desert and
before she can run again, Zahir plans to banish her from his mind once and for all, beginning
with reclaiming his wedding night!
Maya Banks, the New York Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has
captivated readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie Garwood.
Never Seduce a Scot features a remarkable woman whose rare gift teaches a gruff Scottish
warrior how to listen with his heart. Eveline Armstrong is fiercely loved and protected by her
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powerful clan, but outsiders consider her “touched.” Beautiful, fey, with a level, intent gaze,
she doesn’t speak. No one, not even her family, knows that she cannot hear. Content with her
life of seclusion, Eveline has taught herself to read lips and allows the outside world to view her
as daft. But when an arranged marriage into a rival clan makes Graeme Montgomery her
husband, Eveline accepts her duty—unprepared for the delights to come. Graeme is a rugged
warrior with a voice so deep and powerful that his new bride can hear it, and hands and kisses
so tender and skilled that he stirs her deepest passions. Graeme is intrigued by the mysterious
Eveline, whose silent lips are ripe with temptation and whose bright, intelligent eyes can see
into his soul. As intimacy deepens, he learns her secret. But when clan rivalries and dark
deeds threaten the wife he has only begun to cherish, the Scottish warrior will move heaven
and earth to save the woman who has awakened his heart to the beautiful song of a rare and
magical love.
?A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!?Anna’s big break has come in
the form of an interview at a prestigious primary school…or so she thinks, until one man on the
interviewing committee dashes her hopes. Cesare Urquart, a shockingly handsome
businessman who lives an ostentatious life in a castle in Killaran, makes no effort to conceal
his disgust for her, and he has her application rejected in no time flat. Dumbfounded as to why
a man she has never met before would be so hostile toward her, Anna has no way of knowing
that Cesare thinks she is the woman who nearly ruined his best friend’s marriage only a few
years ago!
Already haunted by a youth of illegitimacy and poverty, Valente Lorenzatto has never forgiven
Caroline Hales' abandonment of him at the altar.
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She is a woman who lives between pleasure and pain - the pure, scintillating pleasure of the
flesh and the kind of pain that has rocked the world and left it strewn with chaos set to a hiphop beat. Her name is Damali Richards. And when she makes love to a master vampire, it
changes everything in a struggle between good and evil - with the future of humanity hanging
in the balance ... THE BITTEN In L.A. Banks' astounding new Vampire Huntress novel, an
unforgettable scene of seduction touches off a violent race around the world - and into a realm
beneath us. For Damali, once a pawn, has been given a new, pulsating power of her own bitten by lover and vampire extraordinaire Carlos Rivera. Between them, they know how high
the stakes have risen. A powerful lord of darkness has hijacked a mystical key containing the
blood of Christ. And for a world where blood runs like a river, one drop of this blood will be the
end ...
From substitute bride to pregnant royal wife
"In my bed. In my studio. In my life. Yes, I need you." Giovanni steals hearts with his music,
raising him to the top of Blue-Eyed Soul, and subsequently giving him a playboy reputation.
But when his best friend and songwriter's life ends abruptly through overdose, Giovanni finds
himself lost and broken. His search for a new songwriter leads him to Simone, an up-andcoming songstress chasing after her dreams of stardom. She's perfect. Her lyrics deliver heat
to his body. Her voice strums at his heartstrings, playing him like an instrument until he loses
control. He's convinced he's found more than a partner in music. Simone could be his partner
in forever. However, Simone is focused and not ready to get into bed with a man known for
breaking hearts. Can Giovanni show her the power of their love, or will their passion play out
only through their music?
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Bella, a painter, gets into a car accident with a luxury vehicle. Luckily, neither party is seriously
injured, but the man who gets out of the other car is proud billionaire Rico, who is so
handsome it is as if he were chiseled out of stone. His charm leaves Bella breathless, but he
mistakes her for a hooker! Not caring about Bella’s outrage at the insult, he says that in
exchange for the damage she has caused, he will buy…her?
A man who has it all reunites with a woman who takes it all off in a Las Vegas romance from
the bestselling author of Forever My Girl, now a major motion picture! They don’t call it the
Strip for nothing. . . . Living in Sin City, Finn McCormick is no stranger to one-night stands, but
the last person he expects to find losing big on the casino floor is a former high school fling.
Even though Macey Webster’s clearly down on her luck, she’s still a knockout, and she’s
dressed like a stripper—because she is one. Drunk off an unfamiliar cocktail of lust, pity, and
compassion, Finn offers to pay Macey’s debts if she cuddles up to him around town . . . and
does whatever he wants between the sheets. Macey came to Vegas for one reason only:
money. She’s got a young daughter to support, and the tips really are bigger in Vegas. But
when she blows her earnings on blackjack, her guardian angel is the rich boy who once stole
her heart and never called her back. Although Macey would love to turn the tables on Finn, she
can’t afford to refuse his proposition—and soon she’s enjoying herself much more than she
cares to admit. Macey’s used to baring her flesh, but baring her soul will take far more
courage. Praise for Stripped Bare “Finn is the super sexy billionaire every reader will drool
over! A far, far hotter version of Pretty Woman that will leave you holding your breath ’til the
end!”—Christi Barth, author of the Naked Men series “An amusing retake of Pretty Woman,
entertains with blistering physical desire and witty banter amid high-stakes personal conflicts. .
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. . The conflicted hero and unsinkable heroine make a great pair in this sexy contemporary with
a heart of gold.”—Publishers Weekly “Five amazing stars for Heidi McLaughlin.”—Books & Boys
Book Blog “Five stars . . . The story pulls at your heartstrings at times and you really cannot
help but want Macey to get the HEA.”—Mrs. B’s Books “Get ready! It’s a wonderful book that
you’re sure to love.”—FMR Book Grind “Stripped Bare is the stuff adult fairy tales are made
of.”—Book Angel Booktopia “What a great five-star story this was. A sweet, sexy read that
made me swoon, smile and managed to make me shed a few tears along the way.”—TDC
Book Reviews Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
From innocent in distress... To convenient princess

Enrico DiRinaldi wants a wife and children, even though an accident has left him unable
to walk. So he proposes marriage to Gianna Lakewood. Having secretly always loved
Rico, Gianna can't say no...
I am a close acquaintance of Crown Prince Razul's! Rash words indeed... Dr Bethany
Morgan is desperate to stop her deportation from Datar, and only Razul can help her.
For two years, she’s tried to forget the proud, passionate man who dominated her
thoughts at university.
A struggling antiques collector finds herself falling in love with a millionaire playboy; but
can she ever be a part of his world? Meet the Naughty Princess Club, a series from
USA Today bestselling author Tara Sivec that brings readers to Fairytale Lane and the
hilarity—and romance—that three women fall into once they decide to strut their stuff and
bring on their own happily ever after. While her friends have broken free of their
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insecurities, Ariel Waters is struggling to come out of her shell. Her ex-husband took
away her voice and her self-confidence, and Ariel is drowning under a sea of debt to
afford the alimony she has to pay him. She refuses to ever fall for a man’s charms
again, and is determined to make her own way. When her house and her beloved
antiques are taken by the bank after too many missed payments, Ariel finds herself
adrift until the infuriatingly charming Eric Sailor comes to her rescue. Although she
can’t stand the millionaire playboy, Eric’s kindness and unconditional support reveal
hidden depths and a love that Ariel never imagined she could find. But there are outside
influences who will stop at nothing to keep them apart; can Ariel and Eric weather the
storm and find a way to be together in Kiss the Girl?
When the powerful C?sar proposes to Dixie, she can’t say no. For one thing, she
needs the money. And it’s for a good cause?C?sar’s grandfather Jasper in in poor
health, and Dixie’s very fond of Jasper. Their fake marriage will make Jasper happy
and help dig Dixie out of debt. What could possibly go wrong?
To make my dream come true I’ll do anything, even put up with an a$$hole like
Leandros Kaplan. Four years, five tops and I’ll have enough money saved to stop
working and write full time. I know lying to him to get the job is crazy and stupid. It’s as
crazy and stupid as the requirement for his new assistant to be married. I’m not
married, and I’m not like his past assistants, the ones who dropped sexual innuendo
daily and then would hand him their underwear when he asked for reports. I’m a
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freaking virgin at thirty-one. I swear I never thought I would fall for him, it doesn’t matter
that he’s a gorgeous Greek god billionaire, he’s also a jerk who takes pride in being
ruthless and cold-blooded. He’s so out of my league we don’t even play the same
game. He’s into dating double zero models. There’s no way he would ever be
interested in a plus size like me. When he finds out I lied I’m not surprised he wants his
pound of flesh, I’m surprised he wants it in the form of my flesh, naked for him. The
retribution he demands is me, whenever, however, he wants my body. I’ll give it to him,
everything he demands. He doesn’t want my heart or tears, only I can’t stop giving
him both, and it’s slowly tearing me apart. Can he ever forgive me for lying or will that
one lie be the end of us?
Business tycoon and infamous playboy Alexio Christoulakis wasn't the marrying kind.
Then one of the most powerful and wealthy men in Greece offers Alexio his daughter's
hand in marriage, and Alexio decides that maybe a wife especially one as compelling
as Ione Gakis might not be a bad idea after all. Unbeknownst to anyone outside of the
Gakis family, Ione was adopted and has been fostered in an abusive and neglectful
environment a desperate prisoner on her tyrannical father's luxurious island. Marriage
to Alexio can mean only one thing: escape. And if that means marrying a complete
stranger and fleeing to England to find her real family, then the sooner one can get that
wedding ring on her finger, the better. But despite his compassion for Ione, Alexio won't
tolerate a runaway wife. And he's going to make damn sure Ione never leaves his side
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or his bed!
Re-read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham! Once
upon a time, Mina Carroll fell in love and into the bed of her powerful boss, Cesare
Falcone—only to find herself dismissed as a gold-digger, accused of misconduct, and
very much pregnant! Four years later, Mina discovers that the new investor in her
charity is none other than Cesare! It takes only seconds to confirm that the attraction
between them is lethal as ever. But when Cesare discovers the secret that Mina has
hidden from him, there is only one solution; make her his bride to give their daughter a
name and allow him to pursue his revenge at leisure! Originally published in 1995
Read this classic romance by USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham, now
available for the first time in e-book! “You go to pieces when I touch you…” Four years
ago Rafael Bernanza devastated Georgie’s emotions and her pride when he spurned
her, and she vowed never to let him get that close again. But now, stranded in Bolivia,
her belongings stolen, Georgie is mistaken for a prostitute and thrown in a police cell!
With a sinking heart she realizes that Rafael is the only man who can help her. Yet at
what price? Because however hard she tries, Georgie can’t deny how physically
attractive she still finds the brooding Rafael…and it’s becoming impossible to deny the
passionate fire that burns between them! Originally published in 1995
He wants his baby, so he'll make her his bride! To teacher Erin Lavelle, handsome billionaire
Peter Ramsey was like a fairy-tale prince. But after two amazing days their affair was over.
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Peter had thought Erin was different until he discovered her secret.
From innocent... Glory Little thought she’d never see Rafaello Grazzini ever again, but her
brother’s foolish behaviour has thrown her straight back into the lion’s den. To avoid her
brother’s imprisonment and to save her father’s job, she must submit to his demands and
become the ruthless Greek’s mistress.
PRISONER OF PASSIONHarlequin ComicsHarlequin / SB Creative
As revenge for wounding his pride, he just wants to use me as his plaything... When Ella's
sister and her husband die in an accident, Ella is reunited with Greek businessman
Aristandros, who is given guardianship of the daughter they left behind. A man who she had
once promised to marry. His beautiful black hair and chiseled features are the same, but his
cold eyes are more striking than ever. When Ella works up the nerve to ask to have access to
her niece, Aristandros presents her with an unbelievable proposal. "If you become my mistress
in Greece, we can discuss an arrangement."
It was only supposed to be for a few months, so where was the harm in going along with it?
That is, until the fake engagement Landon and I came up with after a misunderstanding threw
us both into the spotlight, and threatened to destroy the lives we had both worked so hard for.
Somewhere along the way, though, we realized everything had changed. So, we made a vow
to one another when we crossed the line from being best friends to lovers, that neither one of
us would get hurt. But that's the thing about promises made, they are often broken, and the
fallout can be catastrophic.So, when the real world comes crashing down into the fake world
we'd created, neither of us knew who would break our vow first, and more importantly, which
one of us would survive the betrayal.Fool for You is a complete stand along novel.
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A Loving on the Edge novel perfect for fans of Fifty Shades of Grey.
Pregnant...and at his mercy! Charlotte Adair spent her life locked away in a tower. Her father’s
death frees her to find the one man she’s ever loved...only to discover billionaire Rafe Costa is
now blind, believes she betrayed him, and is bent on a vengeful seduction!
An impossible attraction Three years ago Ava Fitzgerald stole what was most important to
billionaire Vito Barbieri-his brother's life-leaving an insurmountable void in his once full and
pleasurable existence. Since her release from prison, Ava has agonised over her fragmented
memories from that night-her misguided play for Vito, his humiliating rejection and
then...nothing. Vito's latest business merger brings him face-to-face with his new employee-a
troubled-eyed Ava. Haunted by the dark shadows of their past, Vito is intent on revenge. Yet
despite his iron will, his plan gives way to an impossible desire....

Thorne proposed to Riley. Riley accepted. Thorne thought that was that. They'd
take a nice trip, get married, and spend a week luxuriating in a five-star hotel with
occasional excursions to fabulous restaurants. Riley imagined a traditional
wedding with all the trappings. With all their friends and family. At Christmas.
Thorne concedes reluctantly, and a flurry of wedding planning ensues. At the
same time, Thorne is wrestling with a recalcitrant client, and Riley and his
business partner, Susan, are consumed with renovations and planning for the
opening of their bakery. Stress on top of stress makes both Riley and Thorne
doubt their relationship, and a major misunderstanding nearly silences the
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wedding bells. By the time they reach their happily ever after, they're both going
to deserve all the romance they've been dreaming of.
Jerred is a Saurellian spy, posing as a freighter captain/smuggler, and one who
doesn't know the true meaning of love. Giselle is a barmaid hiding out on an
Imperial space station, on the run for her life and leery of any man, especially one
like Jerred. But from the moment they meet, passions get hot and desires run
wild. When Giselle witnesses a murder, the mysterious freighter captain is her
only hope for escape. There's just one problem. He isn't willing to take her on for
free. Before she's done Giselle will know what it means to pay Jerred's price.
Readers Note: This book takes place within the Saurellian Federation series, but
can be read on its own.
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Lynne Graham!
When the temperature rises past boiling point…! Six years ago, Jessica made a
decision that would change her life forever. The prospect of being Carlo
Saracini’s mistress was too hot for her to handle, so she opted for the safety of
marriage to another man. But now Jessica is a widow and faced with the
unthinkable: she needs Carlo’s help or her father will go to jail! Carlo proposes a
deal that will give him what he’s always wanted—Jessica at his mercy and naked
in his bed! But letting Carlo possess her body and soul will be to give him the
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ultimate revenge and reveal her innocence… Originally published in 1994
Claire has been taken advantage of as a caregiver for her grandfather, who
adopted her as a young girl. When her grandfather passes on, he leaves his
fortune in her hands.
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